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and the projectile they •
• 'hurl is life itself!
-Walter Farrel, O.P. ·

"The fact is that men
are marksmen

Vol. IX-Number 2
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September 19, 1968

Wilkins Speaks On Communication;
Outlines Plans For College Growth
At the Convocation on revolution of youth throughout
Tuesday, September 17, President the world. "Maybe we all ought to
of the College Eugene G. Wilkins learn to listen to young people,
addressed the college community not only our children, but also
on the "problems of our young people throughout the
communication in general and the world , trying to say something
problems specifically at this that doesn't come through in
college . . .. "
intelligible form to our
He pointed out the difficulty generation."
of communications between the
The President moved from the
different elements of our society. general to the particular as he
"The group over thirty is inclined outlined plans for Newark State
to freeze up, become bleary eyed College.
and stone deaf on the sight of a
He called for the support by
bearded one , excessive long hair, a the college community of the
chain around the neck with a bond issued currently before the
medallion."
state. He projected a growth to an
The "thirty-plus group", he enrollment of 5,500, if the bond
said, must "realize the very beard, issue passes.
the sandals, the necklace are in
Be cause of this projected
themselves forms of increase , dormitory facilities
'housing 1,000 students are being
communica tionn .... "
Again Wilkins touched the planned. The first step will

Council Recommends That
All Grades Be Posted
Last Friday, Sept. 13, saw
Student Council embark upon a
new year of recommendations,
legislation, debate and the running

through

of long and tidious

agendas. Bill Price, President of

Student Organization, called for a
concerted effort and
concentration of the council in
the areas of security, posting of
grades, computerized course
evaluation, and judiciary system.
Hugh Magie , sophomore
representative to Finance Board,
announced his resignation and
Lenny Di Nardo was appointed as
a junior council representative to
replace a vacated seat. ' After
consideration by the executive
Board of Student Organization
over the summer, a proposal was
brought to the floor of council by
Nu Delta Pi fraternity asking that
they be allowed to publish the
student directory. Council felt
, that this would establish a
. precedent for any Greek
organization to take over
traditional council tasks and could
in essence create Greek
· domination, the motion therefore
failing.
A recommendation, passed
unanimously by council was sent
to the registrar asking that grades
be posted by professors 72 hrs.
after final examinations are taken.
This recommendation was
brought into light due to the
chaotic display last semester when
students were notified almost two
months later of their grades,
making it impossible for some to
go to summer school.
Peter Feeney, senior council
representative , submitted an
academic standards proposal to
council to be considered at the
next council meeting. Mr. Feeney
proposed that "no prospective
candidate shall be eligible for an
Executive Board position if he or
she is on academic probation."

accommodate 500 students, to be
followed by another 500.
Additional dining space is also in
the plan.
Wilkins promised within the
next three years "to carry on the
continuous program of recruiting
and providing for students from
the disadvantaged areas to
Plans for the arts-humanities
building and the college center
were also mentioned as physical
examples of the college's growth.
Other changes outlined by Wilkins
included a maintenance and
storage building, an additional
parking lot, an entrance on
Elmora Avenue and landscaping.
Wilkins mentioned that the
"organization of the college and
the staffing of the administration
has followed the pattern used
when the college had only 1,000
students."

In the light of the need for
updating standards, Wilkins hoped
"that the Board of Trustees will
approve a complete reorganization
A new interim board of of the college and the staffing of
students was appointed to help the administration."
Possible additions to the
clear up the year old MAA hassle.
They include Gail Alt, post administration might include a
president ofWRA, Loise Schmidt, Dean of the Division of
President of WRA, Dave Malo, Instruction, Dean of Humanities,
treasurer of MAA, and George Dean of Science, Mathematics and
Gunzelman.
Applied Science, and Dean of
Sue Hunter, chairman of Behavioral and Social Science.
Election Committee presented her
He also called for the addition
report to council in an effort to. of at least two vice presidents in
clarify long time ambiguities and a c a d e m i c a f fa i r s an d
never written voting regulations. administrative development.
The majority of the regulations
The final point made by the
(Continued on Page 2)
president disclosed hopes for the

President Eugene Wilkins addressed the Convocation assembly on
the library Green, opening the academic year 1968-1969:

availability of computerized
information. Student's schedules,
classrooms and laboratories will
(Continued on Page 2)

Renata Club Wins President's
Cup; Group Cum of 3.47
campus, was commissioned to set
up the qualifications for
eligibility. Any recognized group,
except Kappa Delta Pi, is eligible
and must submit a membership
list covering both fall and spring
semesters.
The winning group received an
8" Revere silver bowl. The actual
President's Cup, a 15" bowl bears
the name of the organization, and
• is held by the President. If the
same group wins for three straight
years , it retains . the cup
permanently.
The Renata Club is an
organization for students 25 years
old or older. They have been
active on campus for
approximately 10 years and have
a membership of about 30
students. Mrs. Marshall said "This
is a real tribute to the older
·students able to maintain averages
to warrent the · receipt of this
honor."
Pi Eta Sigma sorority, with a
cumulative average of 2.98 came
President Eugene Wilkins presents The President's Cup to the in second and third place was a tie
Renata Club. Accepting for the club was their president, Mrs. Dorothy .between the INDEPENDENT and
Marshall.
Del~a Sigma Pi sorority with 2.92.

President Wilkins presented the
President's Cup at the
Convocation to Mrs. Dorothy
Marshall, president of the Renata
Club. The Repata Club received

the honor with a membership
cumulative average of 3.47.
This year marks the first that
the Cup has been awarded. Kappa
Delta Pi, the honor society on

Recent Thefts
Indicate Need
For Security
by KEVIN B. ALTON
Clearly, Thursday night's dance,
on campus demonstrated a need
for even tighter security measures.
During the dance three
pocketbooks were stolen and a car
outside of the student center was
broken into resulting in the theft
of a stereo tape system .
A report recently was received
from President Wilkins' office
calling for additional security
force, 27 total, to effectively
secure the campus. The cost will
be in excess of $53,000.
Four senior security officers
will be needed to supervise patrol
in addition to an Assistant Chief
Security Officer and the Chief
• Security _ Officer. In the past
campus police have had little or
no training ..' on security measures
and have=;...been relatively
ineffectual.
Three additional security
officers and two watchmen will be
added to the force . Their duties
will encompass checking exterior
doors and buildings, investigating
situations, questioning visitors on
campus, ticketing in parking areas
and directing traffic~ The
President's Office adds that "tlie
money is available and the
program is in effect as of now."
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Council Recommends Fixler Announces New Changes
(Continued from Page 1)

class of 1970 was appointed
chairman of a student council
fund committee and was charged
" We hope to completely
to look into complaints registered
by students about the cafeteria double non-classroom facilities" ,
commented Eugene Fixler,
and snack bar food.
- director of Student Activities in
referring to changes on the
Newark State campus.
The new student facilities were
originally planned to be finished
by September. However, Fixler
stated that much of the
equipment will not arrive until
Christmas. The delay has been
caused by the Purchasing
Department in Trenton. Funds for
the equipment are entirely state
monies.
The new Book and Supply
Store and snack bar are now the
largest in the area, commented Fixler. Plans for the snack bar
include repainting and the
installation of 24 red leather
booths around the windown areas.
The old snack bar will become a
te 1 evision loung e w i th
accommodations for small cluster
groups of chairs and couches.
A gameroom and a lounge will
be located in the old library near
the Book store. The gameroom
will be equipped with five pool
tables and a skill shuffleboard
game . One pool table will be only
for female use , stated Fixler, in
Uie hope of eliminating male
take-over of this room.
The lounge in the old library
Council listens to Bill Price, President, as he presents resolution to
will
be furnished with leather
post grades 72 hours after taking examinations.
furniture and a stereo set with

In Student Facilities Here

were accepted with a few still
pending before council until the
next Student Organiz-ation
meeting this Friday.
Ben Wasserman, president of

Freshman Orientation

What's It All About Really
by DI-ANNE TERZINO
It is a common belief that
anyone who gets accepted to
Newark State really deserves it.
After filling out a preliminary
application sheet, application
sheet number two, and various
medical forms, one would think
that is all the average incoming
frosh must do.
But that's nothing compared to ·
the mail y9u get each week. All
letters begin the same; Newark
State College welcomes you to . . .
then the catch. They welcome
you to the increase in tuition fees,
buying a gym suit that arrives two .
weeks late, and joining this guild
and that association.
Think that's all? Many
correspondences later comes the
orientation procedures. If your
last name starts with A to L
(except after C) you become a
proud member of Section A. On
the other hand, five fmgers , if
your last name begins with M to Z
(when followed by a vowel) you
become Section B. It is almost an
unwritten law that your best
friend's name falls into a different
category than yours, and you're
left to face the vigors of.
orientation alone.
A mere three dollar bill bought
you the finest Freshman Survival
Kit this side of the Raritan River.
This Kit contained every basic
essential a Freshman is known to
need: a beenie , an I.D. pin, two
free lunches, a mug shot, and the
words to the Alma Mater (none of
which will help you when you're
lost).
Then the kind Orientation
_Committee arranged _ a brief
assembly in which all your

questions were supposedly
answered. However, the important
questions remained unsolved.
Puzzling the frosh were such
dandys as: which Frat gives free
beers at their parties ; how can you
beat the cut system ; and where do
you go for "non-academic
action".
From this point in the program
you blindly stumbled through the
campus looking for someone
who'll give you the RIGHT
directions. You discovered halls
the Student Handbook never

mentioned and room numbers
that don't exist.
Your handbook also forgot to
tell you about the difficulty in
obtaining books. The Book and
Supply company is notorious for
making at least fifty dollars off
each student per semester. It is
rumored the B & S Company
keeps a large bottle of smelling
salts on hand for emergencies
when they ring up the cash
register.
The committee did plan a
(Continued on P a ge 7)

individual ear phones for listen~rs. Exchange Center; the room will
A small collection of books and be equipped with 24 desks and
magazines will be provided for 336 file cabinets.
browsing. The lobby of the old
The Adult Resources Center of
library will also _be equipped with the College is now located in the
chairs and couches. The Health old faculty dining room while the
Service office is now located in East Room will be utilized as
this building. A formal lounge in office space for the 36 new
Downs Hall is already open for faculty members. The Department
both faculty members and faculty offices will be in the old
students.
Student Council office space.
The new Student Council
office is located in the old book
store . The office space of the
Independent has been expanded,
(Continued from Page 1)
and the Dana offices will be
relo~ated.
be colated "to make projections
The old cloak room in the both for needed space and needed
Student Center will become a funds for expansion of various
central office for non-aligned curricula."
groups, stated Fixler, such as the
After giving his convocation
Newman Club, The Alethian Club address, Wilkins awarded the
and the Peace League. Now President's Cup and formally
utilized as the Used Book inscribed the class of 1972.

WilkinsSpeaks

Open Invitation:

All clubs and organizations on campus are
currently inviting students to become active in
their many and varied functions. Whether your
interests be cultural or social, recreational or
athletic, there's a place for you. You will .enjoy
your commitment.

Schedule of Events
SCHEDU LE OF EV ENTS FOR WEEK OF SEPT. 22-29

Day and Date Event

Sunday , Sept. 22, 1968
7:45 PM
Movie- "Music Man"

Place

Theatre for
Performing Arts

Monday, Sept. 23, 1968
All Day
Book Exchange- Alpha Phi Omega Cloak Room
10:50-12:30 Faculty Senate
Library Conference
Room
Tuesday, Sept. 24, 1908
All Day
Book Exchange-Alpha Phi Omega Cloak Room
1:40-4:20
College Center Board
Alumni Lounge
3:05-4:30
Theatre Guild Meeting
Theatre for
Performing Arts
1:40-4:30
New Counselors Meeting
Downs HallRoom A
6:00-10:00
Nu Theta Chi
Sloan Lounge
7:00-10:00 Lambda Chi Rho
Little Theatre
7:00-10:00
Omega Sigma Psi
Hex Room
Wednesday, Sept. 25 , 1968
All Day
Book Exchange- Alpha Phi Omega
6:30-10:00
Election Committe~
6:30-10:00
Election Committee
6:30-10:00
Election Committee
6:30-10:00
Election Committee
6:30-10:00

Election Committee

Cloak Room
Alumni Lounge
Little Theatre
Sloan Lounge
Activities Bldg Room A
Activities Bldg -

7:00-10:-

Adult Education Workshop

Hex Room

Thursday, Sept. 26, 1968
All Day
Book Exchange- Alpha Phi Omega Cloak Room

/4&,,

''"'

Daw Malo, O.rientation Chairman addresses freshm an last

Friday, Sept. 27, 1968
All Day
Book Exchange-Alpha Phi 0mega
All Day
Art Exhibit
:::-:.
9 :00-3:00
Classroom Renaissance
.,__
5:00-9:00
Council Meeting
6:00-10 :30 Marine Program for Parents
9 :00-10 :30
Refreshments for Marines
Saturday , Sept. 28, 1968
9:00-3:00
Classroom Renaissance
8 :00-Midnight "Meet the Greeks" Dance-lFSC
Sunday, Sept. 29, 1968
5:30-10:30
IFSC Tea
5:30-10:30
IF8C Tea
7 :45
Movie- "The Pawnbroker"

Monday.
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Little Theatre
Snack Bar
Hex Room
T.V. Lounge
Theatre for
Performing Arts
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Cloak Room
Little Gallery
Little Theatre
Hex Room
Little Theatre
Sloan Lounge
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·WRA Invites Dupre~s

"Truth cannot be JorceJ but must be allowed to plead /or itself." ·

Student Seasons
The long hot summer is the time for the
· cities to explode; Winter is a convenient time
to forget what has happened and what will
happen again; the fall is becoming a season
in which everything from Kindergarten to
graduate school erupts.
A weekly newsletter on educational
affairs, "Education USA", had warned in
August that the most volatile school year
was about to begin.
New York City, East St. Louis, St. Louis
and Philadelphia have been recently
threatened by teacher strikes. The American
Federation of Teachers is anxious to try its
strength.
The National Education Association has
reported on a number of trouble spots across
the nation. Immediate problems in Michigan,
Massachusetts, Connecticut, and Florida
must be settled. Statewide crises that could
break out in mid-March are brewing in New
Hampshire, Oklahoma , South Dakota,
Colorado , Idaho , and New Mexico.
Over all, NEA predicts a tripling or
guadrupling of last year's one hundred
teacher strikes. According to Sam Lambert,
NEA Executive Secretary, "The average
teacher is 39 and making $7,300 a year, and
that's not a lot of money."
A survey done by Brandeis University' s
Lemberg Center for the Study of Violence

indicates and predicts that "schools
everw here, both at the college and
pre-college level, will be sites of disorder in
the 1968-1969 school year."
Schools are becoming the main arenas of
unrest in this country, noted the center. It is
a "general and long range phenomenon"
caused by youths looking for excitement,
specific grievences concerning poor quality
in education and physical surroundings, and
a general rise in racial antagonism.
The National Student Association
indicated recently that there were 221 major
demonstrations at 101 colleges between
January 1 and the middle of July this year,
and although they involved a mere 2. 6 per
cent of all students, that was just the
beginning.
Many other minor incidents have gone
on and have not been recorded in the NSA
records. Last year , NSC's Student
Organization Executive Board staged a
24-hour sit-in to demand action by the
college for increased parking facilities,
among other much needed measures. Here,
the sit-in was small, quiet, organized and
achieved its goal. A new parking lot has
recently been finished and increased lighting
installed - far from the best quality - but
action was taken. Hopefully when it is
realized that parking is still inadequate, or
some other problems arouse the ire of the
general student body, it can be handled in

Dear students,
You are cordially invited to
become an active member of the
Women's Recreation Association.
As a member of the Newark State
College Student Body, you are
automatically a member of this
organization, but you are not
recognized as an active member
until you have participated in one
activity offered by the W.R.A.
each academic year.
The W.R.A. h~d an informal
tea on Sept. 11 from 3:30-4:30,
however members are always
welcome. W.R.A. Handbooks are
available in your Physical
Education classes or in the
Physical Education Office.
The activities are social as well
as athletic and provide an
excellent opportunity to gain
many new friends as well as
affording fun and relaxation. The
W.R.A. is here for your benefit.
Come and see where the action is!
Sincerely
LOillSE SCHMIDT

the . same manner and will not become the
222 major disturbance in the NSA records.
So far this leaves this coming spring as
the only remaining time to look forward to
peace. The schools will close, teachers will
take a needed · rest and vacation and only
Florida, Bermuda and the Jersey Shore will
have to worry about restless students. When
and if ever the restless bug hits NSC has yet
to be projected·. When and if ever the spirit
of Columbia University grabs onto the minds
of out apathetic and generally politically
innocent babes is too much to imagine.
At the recent US Student Press
Association conference the germ of an
organized "student class" was · quickly
"Raid-ed", but not without a great deal of
shaking-up and eye-opening on the part of
the members of the student press
representing colleges like Newark State.
Something IS happening out there in the
great big world. We of the Independent are ·
doing our best to keep the academic
community informed. We await the day ,
when we can inform the rest of the world
about what Newark State has accomplished,
the causes it has won, the rights it has
championed. Let's face it . . . Parking
Dear Freshmen,
problems are pretty provincial.
You, as members of the class

Freshmen
Politicians

Mail Service

With the expansion of student and
faculty offices in the college center and

elsewhere, the problem of communication
continues. Although general mail delivery to
the College Center is relatively dependable,
it is less than efficient.
Under optimum conditions mail received
from the Union Post Office and inter-office
mail box in Townsend Lobby is regularly
delivered to the various locations on campus;
administrative, faculty and student offices
and individual student mail boxes.
Mail pick-up from these . offices is
relatively undependable. The only place
intra-college mail can be deposited for
delivery is in Townsend Hall Lobby.
Out-going mail boxes are also on the
extremities of the campus. Efficiency is
therefore at a minimum.
The INDEPENDENT urges the
construction of a mail box serving
intra-college and out-going mail, its central
location to be in the College Center, for use
by all students and faculty in that building.
Another is suggested in the Student
Activities and Book Store building.
When the mail is delivered each day to
the college center, these boxes could be
emptied and its contents delivered
accordingly, inter-office or to the regular
mail box for government pick-up.
Perhaps with more mail boxes and
increased mail service , some of the physical
communications problems of the colleges
can be eliminated.

INDEPENDENT will he .
,p ublished Thursday, Sept. 26
_, and every Thursday subsequent
·unless noted.·

of 1972, are cordially invited to
attend the Fourth Annual
Orientation Program sponsored by
the Election Committee of Your
Student Organization.
The Orientation program will
be conducted at the college center
building on Wednesday,
September 25, 1968 at 7:00 P.M.
Registration will take place in the
· lobby beginning at 6:30 P.M.
During this program designated
specialists -will provide
information of interest to
students interested in qualifying
as an elected official and to those
students desiring to effectively
participate in any and all college
activities and endeavors.
Please make every effort to
attend this special program.
Sincerely yours,
SUE HUNTER
Chairman, Election Committee

Are
Yesterday?
Dear Editor,
Since the newspaper is
supposedly the sounding board 6f
the campus, I would like to make
a few comments concerning
orientation.
Essentially it was well-planned
and generally as effective as
possible. But one thing I just can't
understand is the choice of bands
for the third and last day's
festivities.
We are in a new time , an
exciting time - a time with a
pulse of its own . It isn't necessary
to borrow from yesterday
anymore. As the Duprees and
Tokens (who must be lauded for
at least trying to LOOK 'now')
played, I looked at the faces of
my new fellow-students. Most of
them were really trying to feel it,
to get" into it, to be a part of the
many wonderful things the music
of today can be. They WANTED
to . I knew, however, and I knew
they knew, it just didn't make it.
That was most - others were
plainly and visibly disgusted. And
the event undoubtedly · left an
unfavorable and certainly
unnecessary impression of Newark
State with the Freshman in the
process of orientation.
Our first day on campus we
heard the president of the Student
Organization ("our organization")
tell us that he had $185,000.00 at
his disposal. Obviously funds were
not the problem. What was? What
causes an organization to select
entertainment its own members
find extremely difficult, if not
impossible, to relate to? I, for
one, would like to know.
In closing, I would like to take
the opportunity to thank the
Committee for an otherwise
well-organized orientation.
Sincerely, ·
LESLIE DEVLIN '72

INDEPENDENT-:
The opinions expressed in signed columns of this newspaper do not
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Freshman Class Election S.C.A.T.E. Happy With New
Schedule Announced
t
t · St"// N d M
~~:~
u Ors;
I
ee
Ore
est!:s~::tiv;oth:r~:i::s
officers and student council
elections. Sept. 25 will see a
Freshman Orientation Program
for those who anticipate running
for office.
Applications for class officers
must be submitted to the Election
Committee by 5 :00 P.M., Sept.

Data Compiled
On Buses For
NSC Students
In response to queries about
local bus lines which serve the
college the INDEPENDENT has
compiled the following data for
students and faculty who may not
be familiar with available public
transit.
Bus line No. 6, the green
independent route , which passes
the college , runs from Elizabeth
to Hillside and the Irvington
terminal. This line does not accept
or give transfers.
Public Service route No. 8,
which passes the college, operates
from Elizabeth through Union
Center to Springfield. At
Elizabeth passengers may transfer
to other lines to Newark, Perth
Amboy, Rahway , New Brunswick,
etc. At Springfield passengers may
transfer for such places as
Summit, Madison, and
Morristown. From Elizabeth Penn
Central and Jersey Central
railroads trains are available to
(Continued on Page 5)

~ific~r/~;;'/~:~!io:n fi~t~:::
IO. On October 8, a Freshman
class meeting will be held to
introduce the candidates.
Applications for Student
Council positions will resume
October 9 and all applications
must be in by 5 :00 Oct. 11 . A
primary will be held on Oct. 17
and the final election will be held
on Oct. 24. All freshman officers
and council representatives will
take office on Nov. 1, 1968.
This year's .elections will see
the difficulties of counting paper
. ballots because of the inability of
obtaining voting machines due to
National Presidential elections .
The schedule presented to Council
was passed but is subj ect to
c h a n g e b y the Election
Committee.

made to recruit more volunteers
on the upper class levels to make
up the deficit.
SCATE's staff has also been
expanded to include Bob Reid as
the Program Coordinator, Harry
Clark as the Public Relations man,
Jean High as Special Affairs
Chairman, Pat Harrington as
Treasurer, Kathy O'Connor as
Secretary and John "Angle"
Evangelisti as acting dofdamat???
(I don't know either _ ask John)

Final arrangements are now
being made with the Elizabeth
Board of Education and the
Gr ey st o n e and P resbyterian
Centers. The SCATE secretaries
are hard at work setting up
schedules for each tutor which

Black Enrollment Increases 150 p.c.
But Only 3p~c. Of College Community
The Collegians for Black
Action , one of Newark State's
new est and most productive
organizations, has succeeded in
increasing the enrollment of
Negro students in this institution
by more than one hundred and
fifty percent. Although this figure
appears to be extreme, the sum
total of all Negro students fully
matriculated, represents only
three percent of the total college
community.
Last year when the CBA was

SUPER
BOWL™
SOCKS
win in a walk!
Super Bowl anklets thrive on
action because they're knit of
65% super-soft Orlon* acrylic/
35% Nylon. ;Keep their shape
and good looks through months of
wear and machine washings.
Hi-Gard Heels and Toes ( extra
Nylon reinforcement for longer
wear.) One size stretches to fit
10 to 13, In all the faahion
colon tool $2.00 pair.

KOOi-KNAPPER
128 N. BURDICK MALL
KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN

by GAYLORD
Everyone in the Independent
Office is nearly hysterical over the
amount of Freshman response to
our call for HELP. We've actually
been swamped with eager young
faces and we're doing our best to
provide gainful employment for
each one.
A pretty close parallel can be
drawn between the Independent's
situation and the action in the
SCATE office. The latest bulletin
from Chairman Greg Young is one
of sweetness and light. An
announcement was fl1.ade of a new
grand total of 200 fre shmen
t utors, 50 above last year's total, a
number well on its way to
achievingSCATE'sgoalof300for
'68-09 . A concerted effort is being

formed , the Negro students .
represented slightly more than
one percent of the college
enrollment. Now the CBA, as a
specially appointed committee of
the Faculty Senate, presided over
the Ronald Brown, sophomore,
has achieved a definite goal.
The organization does not
consider this increase in
enrollment sufficient. The CBA
finds the present ratio
disproportionately low compared
to the national norm of eleven

percent. The present percentage
becomes even more
disproportional when the area of
the stl!te designed to be serviced
by NSC is considered.
.
The CBA which was formed
last April, sends representatives to
various high schools to discuss
NSC with high school students
considering entering college, and
arranges visits and tours of the

should be finished by the first
week of October.
To quote SCATE's latest
official publication
"The
individual attention provided by
pairing one tutor with one tutee
allows a personal involvement and
commitment on the part of both
and provides a road to
understanding which could not be
accomplished in groups or by less
personal means." Say that quickly
backwards and it spells "Real kids
need real people" - and that is
where it's at!
Assuming that most of the
tutors are real people, their job
will be simple - to stimulate their
tutee's interest and to improve the
skills in which he needs help.
Another job that is becoming
increasingly important is the need
to overcome " cultural separation "
- tutor's and tutee's - the
misunderstandings that evolve
from innocent ignorance into
monstrous illogical hatreds.
Every kid deserves a chance.
Whether verbalized or not, this is
much of the point of building
schools and paying teachers.
SCATE is doing its bit in Newark
State's academic community to
stimulate into action the apathetic
masses. A revolution is happening,
now; an education revolution that
to my mind will someday change
the world. Education is power .
You have the chance to give one
child a small piece of the whole
mass of education on a one to one
basis, the chance to become a real
part of the ever-growing great big
beautiful revolution, the chance
to be a teacher, one of the most
significant professions in · the
coming decade, the chance to give
one kid the opportunity he
deserves. Like they say - Give a
Damn.

campus for potential applicants
for admission.
The Collegians for Black
Action is also sponsoring a series
of three lectures to begin in
October on the Negro and Art ,to
be given by Professor Thomas
Wilber. The subjects of the
Lectures are African Tribal Art ,
Africa n Influences in Western Art ,
and the image of the Negro in
Western Art. These lectures will
be open to all students and public, Editor's Note : SCATE is .the only
and will be scheduled for the late way one can tutor and get credit
afternoon to make them available for the 65 hours group work
to interested graduate students.
requirement.

ATTENTION SENIORS!!!

This is the last notice to have your senior picture taken if
you want it to appear in the 1969 Memorabilia.
Make an appointment today.
Call Richard's Studio no. SO-3-4944
125 South Ora11ge Av~e
South Orange, New Je;~

PATRONIZE
OUR
ADVERTISE-RS
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Alpha Phi Omega Laments Crystal Clear. . . . By Dave Lichenstein
Small Success At NSC

Drugs And The System

"The trouble with most people
is that they don't read signs", says
Richard Poston, vice president of
Alpha Phi Omega, while discussing
the success of the USED BOOK
EXCHANGE, held in the College
Center. This national service
fraternity has sold over 900
dollars worth of used books ;
however, Poston feels that their
success is nominal compared to
business at the book exchange of
Montclair State.
Book owners establish the
price and the exchange proceeds
to sell them, beginning with the
least expensive of each subject.
The owner receives his book, if
not sold, or the money, minus

10%.
The exchange extracts the 10%
for the service fund, usually used
for a school improvement project.
It also covers costs, such as
advertising.
The New · Jersey Fraternity
Conference , Section 25, saw the
birth of the exchange two years
ago. One hinderance, however, is
caused by an indefinite room
assignment. The cloak room in the

Giant

Poster
lrom any photo

College Center is the present
location.
Although Omega's brothers
mainly operate the exchange , to
gain service points, outside help is
accepted.

In recent years a topic of prime concern on
college campuses has been that of drug use. Many
arguments both pro and con have been presented
while discussing the situation, but debate is usually
limited to social and physical importance. Very
rarely has the subject been discussed as a political,
or systematic problem. I would now like to do
so.
Although the drug user is usually introduced as
a social dropout (one who has intentionally
disassociated from the system) this is only a popular
and convenient misconception. The hippies are the
prime example of this drug explanation; for they
have disregarded all accepted social values and
substituted for them their own. Drug use is an
escape from (a rejection ot) the system; or at least
so prevails the current opinion.
But drug use is, in its very nature, a support
of the system - a system where the power boss at
the top gets richer, while the user or victim gets
'poorer'.. An illegal state of capitalism. The very
thing which the hippie has rejected - or has he?
In Los Angeles this past summer it is reported
that a local pusher was assassinated by the Mafia
because he sold his drugs at a remarkably low rate
and the big business syndicate just couldn't afford
the competition. And in almost every instance of
local drug use the female user eventually turns to
prostitution as an income for purchasing drugs.

Data Compiled
(Continued from Page 3)

Newark, New York, the New
Jersey shore, and Trenton.
Public Service Rt. 24 Elmora
runs near the dormitories just
south of the college property. It
serves Elizabeth Center and
Elizabethport. Public Service Rt.
48 Maple Ave. from Newark to
Union comes as far as Salem Road
although it does not actually
reach the college property.
The u s·e of pub Ii c
transportation is helpful in bad
weather and helps alleviate
crowded road traffic conditions
near the college during the
heaviest commuting hours.

PEACE CORPS
PLACEMENT TEST

This is capitalism in its most severe form. The
whole drug and narcotics business is based on
Horatio Alger's dream of "get-rich-quick." And in
reality the great majority of drug users are definitely
not hippies but typical-looking short haired
citizens.

September 21
1:30 p.m.
Applications available
at all Post Offices
or write
Peace Corps
Washington, D.C. 20525
Bring your
Social Security Card.

The Drug System roughly appears to me as such
an organization:. running the system at the top is the
rich capitalist (Mafia head). Under him works a
gigantic drug business, dealing in overseas imports.
Then come state, county and local bosses, dealers,
and small-time pushers. Each one is working his way

-

.

to the top at a remarkably fast pace - in a short
period of time an ever-widening audience regards
drug addication as an impossibility, a standing joke.
One point I would like to make here is that
personally I am not against the isolated and
, in!ffequent use of marijuana, but the fact remains
that only in rare instances is the user willfully strong
enough to overcome the threat of more dangerous
·drugs. It may take as many as ten years but given
enough time the continuing user will tum to heroin.
(Although for the hippie there is first the alternative
of speed or acid.)
Now the drug system has destroyed the person
to the extent where he will do anything to get
money for heroin; he has built a physical
dependence upon the drug. The physical addication
originally begins with considered less dangerous
psychological
dependence and the idea that "I
could never tum to heroin" - but in an indefinite
period of time the weekend 'head' may find that
needle biting into his arm.
Perhaps the legalization of marijuana might
solve a few problems ; but only if the death penalty
were then given for the sale of heroin and a stiff but
less severe sentence for the sale of LSD. For under
present circumstances one can hardly stay just on
pot for any extended length of time before folding
to the threat of drug addiction; and isolated
legalization of marijuana would just encourage the
system of drug profit.
In closing I would like to stress once again that
it is not the separate use of marijuana which
disturbs me; but what usually follows that use-drug
addiction and the complete degeneration of the
human being - this is my enemy. And it is all
supported by a system of money-making mafias.
Drugs can't be blamed on the hippies - they are
only the victims of the system and comprising a
very small segment of the drug population at that.
The system which they think they have rejected.
But the men at the top are having a good laugh as
the money keeps pouring into their pockets.

Office Hopeful's
Program Set
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*Send any black & white or color
photo (no negatives) and the name
"Swingline"cut out from any Swingline
package (or reasonable facsimile) to:
POSTER-MART, P . O. Box 165,
Woodside, N. Y. 11377. Enclose $1.95
cash, check, or money ·order (no
C.OD.'s). Add sales tax where applicable.
Poster rolled and mailed (postpaid) in sturdy tube. Original material returned undamaged. Satisfaction
guaranteed.
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(including 1000 staples)
Larger size CUB Desk
Stapler only $I.69
Unconditionally guaranteed.
At any stationery, variety, or book store.
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INC.

LONG ISLAND CITY, N .Y. 11101
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INTRODUCING THE INDEPENDENT'S
CLASSIFIED AD'S SECTION WHAT DO YOU
HAVE TO SELL? SUBMIT ALL AD'S TO
ADVERTISING DEPT.
$1.00 PER AD (30 WORDS)

Student Organization will
sponsor on Wednesday ,
September 25 , a continuation of
Freshman Orientation. The
program is geared for those
freshmen who anticipate running
for class offices.
Registration will begin at 6:30
p.m. in the main lobby of the
college center and, afterwards, a
general meeting will be held in the
Little Theatre, chaired by Sue
Hunter.
Paul Matos, class President pro
tern will give the opening address,
foll~wed by the introduction of
group discussion leaders. Bill Price
will talk about Student
Organization structure and ·
committees, Bill Loehning will
explain parliamentary procedures,
Edward Esposito will represent
the INDEPENDENT, and Greg
Young, SCATE.
Debbie Herman will hold a
discussion on class officers and
: their responsibilities, and Paul
· Matos :\!'ill explain Student
Council officers and their duties.
Diana Regan , _Ed Kelly, Bob
Baxter, chairman of Finance
Board, Pete Bouman, NSA, Joe
Streit, president of IFSC, and Sue
Hunter will also speak.
Discussion groups will begin at
7:30 and group leaders will
change locations every twenty
minutes. Each group leader will
talk for 10 minutes. At 9:30
everyone will assemble in" Sloan
Lounge for refreshments and final
questions for any of the group
leaders.
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Errington is
Optimistic
(Continued from Page 8)
views on this matter, "I am all in
favor of any innovation that
improves instruction except when
it interferes with already existing
programs. This year's scheduling
procedure will have a negative
effect on the team." With quick
examination, one can easily see
why.
Some of the players have late
classes (6th and 7th periods).
Seventh period ends at 5:45. As
the weeks progress and darkness
comes earlier, a player having a
7th period class would wind up
missing most of practice. Soccer is
obviously a team sport and the
players must work TOGETHER if
anything worthwhile is t o be
accomplished. However, our
present scheduling system
prevents this. It all boils down to
the fact that athletics should have
been considered before individual
schedules were completed. While
Coach Errington must work with
this existing problem for the
present time , he is receiving help
from the registrar's office in
trying to re-schedule those soccer
players with extremely late classes
into earlier sessions. The question
of whether or not this can be
done remains unanswered.

In summaryizing our soccer
outlook at this point , " Doc"
emphatically stated that "whether
we win lose or tie, this year we
will see better soccer played."
NEXT WEEK: PART II
SOCCER SCENE '68

More Sound Silent Newark State
While The World
And Fury

Congra~ulati~ns

By KEVIN B. ALTON

Vietnam, Marijuana, Black
Power, the New Left, and Newark
To the Editor
State College has remained silent.
re: Freshman Orientation
Its significance is not so easily
Allow me to take this explained and for a college in
opportunity to congratulate Dave 1968, it is even less understood.
Malo and all those students who
A view of sociological
helped make Freshman implications might show Newark
Orientation a success. The spirit State college a haven of middle
and dedication to this task class students who project a
exhibited by these individuals conservative mood. To add to
through the spring and summer is student indifference and apathy
a tribute to the quality and pride N.S.C. is a commu tor school with
of the student body of Newark only a handful of student leaders
State College.
running the show. Yet, I fail to
Sincerely, · find any consistency in the Middle
SPENCER R. KOPECKY class movement at N.S.C. At this
Assistant Director of Admissions stage of the game , with the
Advisor , Freshman Orientation frustrations of draft , Vietnam ,

Shouts

and civil rights, student unrest has
arisen from the middle class ranks.
Newark State College still fails the
test. Students either do not care
or are not cognizant or fully
aware of U.S.A., 1968. Be it the
first reason, one must deal with
. this problem himself. If it is the
second then his education has
fallen short somewhere. Too often
students do not have the
opportunity to fully acquaint
themselves with the national and
local level problems. College
affords and offers this, if one
wishes. Last year a Peace Group
was established yet received only
a warm welcome . Maybe, this year
due to increased drafting of
te a chers and the loss of
occupational deferments many

students will wonder why, and try
to find out.
Newark State is geographically
located in one of the greatest
nerve centers of the U.S. Only this
year has it shown a concerted
effort to educate the
underprivileged Blacks from the
Newark area. As an upper
classman I find it an oddity to see
so many blacks around, yet , I
should not feel this way because it
never should have been.

A du lts, government
investigations, the Establishment
in general have talked a lot and
too often done little. Students on
college campuses are a minority in
a political sense but yet are
perhaps the most dynamic of the
minorities in c ontemporary
America. Here we bridge the gap
between sheltered high school life
and the cold, cruel hard world
awaiting on the outside. This
Thursday evening the bugs ha d appears to be the only place to be
disappeared , I soon discovered able to say and feel what we want
why: They must have died from and not have to face serious
eating the cafeteria food.
repercussions. Yet, too many
Last year I had come to the underestimate their potential and
humble conclusion that SLATER chose silence as their means of
FOOD SERVICE was the ultimate escape.
in bad meals , but now I spend the
night praying for its return. Not
Newark State will be a testing
only have all signs of variety ground in the next few years. The
disapp e ared , but the poor influx of new freshmen has shown
employees seem to have forgotten them to be more knowledgable ,
the art of making sandwiches. Oh more liberal and less willing to
yes, that's not in the contract.
buckle under social injustices, but
Returning t o campus Friday this has occurred on a more or less
night from the Evergreen, I individual basis.
Those students who anticipate
reached into my pocket to find

Disaster At Dougalr Hall
by DAVE LICHTENSTEIN
Returning to Dougall Hall this
semester as a hardened sophomore
veteran , I should have expected
anything from the cozy campus
home. But e ven I hadn 't
anticipated the two cockroaches
that zoomed o ut from my
roommate's bed the second day
after my arrival .
This wouldn't have been so
bad , except that I had
absentmindedly left three boxes
of GRAHAM CRACKERS and a
bag of POTATO CHIPS lying
open on my dresser the night
before. Caught between a sudden
feeling of nausea and anger, I

A Realization ·
"Learn Yourself''
we find that behind this seemingly
confusing scene there is a
common denominator pertaining
The Orientation
Unsmiling faces shown around t o all : People. People old and
about the various meeting places. young, rich and poor, black and
Unsmiling not from unfriendliness white. We begin to fin d out that
but from the realization that there there are many people less
were only complete strangers privileged than ourselves. People
around us. Up on the platform, right around us that are wanting
commanding our attention with food , clothing, housing and
words of instruction, our peers, education. We view all these
those mutants of the dead conditions long enough and
freshmen of years gone by. With maybe they begin to stir some
smiling faces and outstretched new thoughts within us. Strongly
hands these adults welcomed the enough to want to do something.
What Can You Do?
even younger men and women
On the campus there are a few
about to start on the most
organizations already established
important step in our lives.
After three days of moving, with the ability to do good in the
not always swiftly, in and around surrounding community if there is
campus classrooms, of eating box a desire shown on the part of the
lunches and listening to the not students of this campus, notably
unpleasent strains of the Duprees SCATE, who last year supplied
and t he Tokens, we freshman 1 70 young people to tutor
were turned loose for the students throughout the Elizabeth
School system and other urban
beginning of classes.
With the beginning of academic areas.
T h ere are other problems
life on campus, the quest for that
which
will confront our children
other life began: The Off Campus
Life. Knowing that there is more if they are not solved today . The
to an education besides " Book young men and women of Newark
Learning" and the "3 R's " the State , who have seen the effects
search for a richer fulfillment has of poverty , hunger and hardship
most tell those fortunate others
begun.
that the problem exists , even
The Realization
A s young adults looking within three miles of the campus.
around this world of ours, we are You who are not indifferent or
often confronted with scenes of apathetic, you who want to teach
c o nfu sion that may seem and to help children learn - learn
altogether too distant t o concern yourselves.
GIVE A DAMN!!!
us. However, upon a closer look
by DONALD SMARTT
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nonchalantly grabbed for my shoe
and smashed the hell out of the
two intruders.
Fi gu ri n g they must have
st owed away in someone's
luggage , I managed to forget the
incident by noon Tuesday. But
that night I came trotting into my
'suitemate's' room only to find
empty living quarters - except for
another uninvited visitor peeking
out from under the dresser.
F o r cing a look of quiet
maturity onto my face I ran over
to another room. " Bob," I
quickly question , " have you had
any guests lately?"
"Not except for these ants," he
said, " but all they seem to want is
to share my food." My eyes
turned to see his floor - and one
of the creepy scavengers was
already exploring my toenail. Hit
with a sudden sickness I dashed
into the first floor supply room,
grabbed a can of roach and ant
killer and starting spraying it all
over the place. I heard a shriek as
my roomma te stumbled out of
t h e bathroom , coughing and
choking as he darted to the
window for a breath of fre sh air.

(Continued on Page 7)

(Continued on Page 7)

To intro
the most
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campus.

Eicpenshre new

Bic® Cli~~ for
big spenders

49¢

Work in Europe
American Student Information
Service has arranged jobs,
tours & studying in Europe for
over a decade. Choose from
thousands of good paying jobs
in 15 countries, study at a famous university, take a Grand
Tour, transatlantic transportation , t rav~l independently. All
permits, etc. ar ranged thru this
low cost & recommended prog ram . On the spot h elp from
ASIS offices w hile in Europe.
F or educational fun-filled &
profitable experience of a lifet ime s end $ 2 for h a ndbook
(overseas h andling, airmail reply & applications included)
listing jobs, tours, · study &
cramm ed with other valuable
info, to : Dept. M, ASIS, 22 ave.
·de la Liberte, Luxembourg
City, Grand Duchy of Lux.

On ly Bic would dore to torment a beauty li ke th is. Not the g,rl . ..
the pen she's hold ing. It's the new lu xury model Bic Clic . .. desig ned
for scholarsh ip athletes, lucky cord players and other rich campus
social ites who con afford the expensive 49-cen t price.
But d o n't let those d el ica te good looks fool you. Desp ite horr.ible pun ishment by mod scientists, the elegant Bic Cl ic still wrote
firs t time, eve ry time.
Eve ryth ing yo u wont in a fine pen , you 'll find in the new Bic
Cl ic. It's retra ctab le. Refill ab le. Com es in 8 barrel colors. And like
a ll Bic pens,. writes first time, eve ry time .. . no ma tte r what devil ish
a buse sad istic stu de nts d evise for it.
W ot e rmon -Bic Pe n Cor pora t io n, Mitford, Con nect icut 06-460
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"Leaders" At 21st NSA Congress
Behaved As If They Felt Guilty
By SUSIE SCHMIDT
WASIDNGTON (CPS) - To judge
from their behavior at the 21st
Annual Congress of the National
Student Association, the students
who are called the "leaders" of
their college and university
student bodies are feeling guilty.

The 900 students from 250
schools who gathered !}t the
University of Kansas two weeks
ago for their annual meeting
catharted their guilt in many
ways: they participated in
"sensitivity training" and
role-playing sessions, they inhaled
great quantitities of marijuana,
they burned a handful of draft
cards, they took a collection and
gave the money away to local
citizens driving past the campus
one night; two of them even had
nervous breakdowns.
Probably their deepest guilt
feelings were aroused by what has
come to be called "white racism"
the roots of hatred and
discrimination in the heart of
social institutions as well as in
overt actions. When a black
student from the University of
Alabama challenged his school's
delegation to the Congress on the
grounds that it was all-white and
had not sought black students to
come to the conference and be
active in student government, the
Congress voted to place him on
the Alabama delegation and throw
one of the regular delegates off,
even though the black had not
app1ied for the position or shown
interest in the student government

at school. The students seemed to
think that the student government
should have recruited black
delegates actively, and should be
penalized for not having done so.
The Congress passed a
resolution ·calling "institutional
racism"
the subconscious
perpetuation of discrimination by
most social institutions and the
complicity of most universities in
this process - "the most critical
problem facing our society." It
said that in order to be seated at
next year's Congress, each
delegation will have to show that
they have, "done something
toward ending racism on their
campus" - and, presumably, will
have to contain bl-ack
representatives.
The students who attended the
Congress, a majority of them
connected in some way with
"student government", have also
felt "left out" of the political
action in this year when students
are more interested in politics ~
both electoral and issue-oriented
- than ever before. NSA itself is
staffed by intelligent
liberal-to-radical former students
who this year have found
themselves frustrated by their
non-participatory political
position.
That non-participation has
been forced on NSA by its
tax-exempt status. As a non-profit
organization which accepts
government and foundation
grants, it is prhobited by law from
legislative lobbying and other
political activities.

Disaster At Dougall Hall
(Continued from Page 6)
Care!" Article 8 reads: "Pets are
my specially treated CARD-KEY not permitted in rooms." I
(a new device which lets dorm wonder if I could be dismissed for
students into Dougall Hall), but I keeping roaches.
had somehow misplaced it.
Shuffling nervously around for
Have a gripe? Anything
ten minutes, I decided to bang on
intelligent to say? 'The
the door - and to my surprise it
opened. · " Oh, it hasn't been
INDEPENDENT welcomes·
working," said the proctor. I guess
letters to the Editor. All
somebody forgot to tell me.
should be submitted to the
This year a MEN'S
INDEPENDENT
Office in
RESIDENCE HALL HANDBOOK
the
Student
Center
the
was prepared for new dormees.
Friday before publication.
Skimming through it I reached a
section titled "Housekeeping and

The August Congress decided
to do something about the
frustration of non-participation
by dividing NSA into two
corporations. The first, which will
retain the name National Student
Association, will be tax-exempt
but will not accept grants. It will
therefore be allowed to engage in
all forms of political activity on a
national, local or state level
except the endorsing of specific
candidates for public office.
The second corporation, to be
called the National Student
Institute, will in effect be the old
NSA. It will operate all programs
funded by foundation and
government grants. NSI will not
have members as such, but will
offer services only to NSA
members.
More exciting to most of its
members, however, will be the
activity of the new NSA - the
"political activist" half of the

NOTICE

Anyone interested
in getting a
copy of
last year's Memorabilia,
stop by the Yearbook Office.
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wonderful concert with the
Duprees and Tokens. It's a shame
most of the Freshman were too
disillusioned and disgusted to stay
and listen to them. Those that had
more stamina faced being roasted
by the sun, attacked by bees, and
squashed by upperclassman.
For all those frosh who haven't
noticed, classes started last
Thursday. The only hitch is the
bell system. That's right . . . no
five minute warning bells or late
bells. Primarily, this means you 're
on your own. Nobody to tell you
what class to go to. And, while
we're on the subject, the kean
Library bells ring a chime, then
bong off the hours; and on the
half hour you have to guess what
time it is.
Bet that everyone's telling you
how lucky you are to be at
Newark State. The most
impressive happening in your
whole Freshman career is the
bronzing of your beenie.

organization. Its first project,
according to Congress coordinator
Al Milano, will be raising money
to campaign in as many states as
possible this fall for specific
lessons.
"We want to get students
(Continued from Page 6)
working on state and local levels
for issues like the 18-year-old vote entering a leadership role must set
and stopping the war," Milano priorities. Newark State College
said. The first targets for such has its own problems to be solved
activity will probably be New and this is the sole direction
York, Oregon and California which precedent has set. Vietnam,
( where another issue will be napalm. marijuana, Black Power,
Governor Reagan's attempts to the Nt. Left, and Newark State
raise tuition and clamp down still rem ~ silent.
politically on the state university
and colleges).
The local political activity may
ATTE NTION SENIORS!
serve another purpose for NSA making it an organization that
This is the last notice
gets action instead of talk, that
to have your
has some · effect in activating
students.
senior picture taken

While The
World

if you want it
to appear

Correction
There is a correction on the
graduated cut system as reported
in the Independent dated
September 10, 1968. Sophomores
will be allowed twice the number
of cuts as the class meets each
week.
Any student not desiring name
in Student Directory must notify
Student Activities Office by Oct.

in

the

1969

MEMORABILIA.
Make an
appointment today.
Call: Richard's Studio
125 South Orange Ave.
South Orange, N. J.
so - 3 -4944
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(Continued from Page 2)

Newark State Delegation to NSA, Paul Matos, .Bill Price,
and Greg Young listen intently at convention in Kansas.
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Errington ''Most Optimistic''
About 1968 Soccer Season
By RANDY McCARTHY
With only one week of team
practice, most coaches would be
very cautious in making
predictions for the soccer season
ahead. Well, head coach Dr.
Joseph Errington is likewise
cautious, but he is also "most
optimistic" about this Year's
team.
One of the main reasons for his
enthusiastic attitude concerns the
small number of men that will not
be returning. Only four key
veterans have department from
last year's squad. Co-captains of
t he '67 squad, Jack Cioce and
Mike Smith, were lost through
graduation. Also missing from the
club will be Ray Vane and Henry
Protinsky.
However , the return of
two-time most valuable player,
George Persson, may compensate
for some of these player losses.
"With George back on the
t eam it will make a tremendous

-I
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difference . this year, because
around him, we will be able to
build and strengthen our
defense," commented coach
Errington. And sure enough,
defence has been one of the
Squires biggest problems all
season. Last year, N.~.C. found
themselves able to score, but also
found themselves unable to stop
their opponents from scoring.
This year, it could very well be a
different story.
Heading the list of ·returnees
are senior co-captains Sam
Sabiliauskas and Phil Heery. Both
boys have been playing on the
team since their freshman year.
Among the other outstanding
seniors are Bill Sachetto, Dave
Malo and George Persson. Bill and
Dave are also back for their fourth
year of varisty competition, while
George, who missed last season,
will be in his third year of action.
The familiar faces of juniors Al
Valentino, Clem Restine , Bob

j
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Dave Malo advances the ball down the soccer field in a
recent Squire practice session.

Soccer Picture At

Monmouth Cloudy
As of this writing, the soccer'
picture at Monmouth College
appears to be somehwat
"cloudy", according to head·
coach Art Oberg.
The Hawks , who open their
season against Newark State on·
Sept. 25, will be out to improve
last year's (6-6-1) record.However, this could be difficult ,
since there are only six lettermen
returning.
Oberg, now in his fifth year of
coaching _at Monmouth, cited a
possible weakness in one forward
and one halfback slot. These two
positions were left vacant in the
loss of last year's senior _
co-captains, Tom Hopwood· and .
Barry Nathanson. Coach Oberg is
counting on this year's

co-captains, Russ Magley and Dick
Kimack are both juniors.
The Monmouth mentor is very
optimistic with the return of
junior Tiedemann - the Hawks'
leading scorer last season. Oberg
also mentioned the name of
freshman goalie Mike Hoffman as
being one of the promising
rookies on the squad.
The insufficient number of
practice sessions up until the end
of last week has been Monmouth's
major P,roblem this year. As a
result, the coach has not been able
to form a starting line-up. If the
weather permits, this *eek will
most likely be one of solid
practices and scrimmages in
preparation for their twelve game
schedule.

Ebne-r, Dave Colpitts, Brian
Kostek, Rick Watson, and Fred
Szeles, will be seen once again as
these vets are expected to play
major roles in this year's soccer
plans.-
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by Randy McCarthy

This year, to the sadness of some and to the joy of others, there
will be very little if any, sports· predictions, with the exceptions of
pre-season picks and important athletic contests that pop up
throughout the year. Since pro football has already completed its fust
full week of action, today marks one of those rare occasions in which
Coach Errington finds himself yours truly will attempt to call the signals and pick the winners.
N. F.L.
loaded with under-classmen. With
Capitol Division
the large number of freshmen he Central Division
Dallas
has , "Doc" presently sees Green Bay
New York
somewhat of a problem in getting Chicago
them to work together as a unit. Minnesota
Washington
Nevertheless, he feels that this will Detroit
Philadelphia
probably iron itself out by the Coastal Division
Century Division
time of the opener against Los Angeles
St. Louis
Monmouth.
Baltimore
Cleveland
Pittsburg
San Francisco
The Squire mentor is Atlanta
New Orleans
encouraged by the sign of
"improvement from a skill point
A.F.L.
of view," and he strongly believes East
West
that NSC will win more games Houston
Oakland
than last year, when the club New York
Kansas City
posted a 5-9-1 record.
Boston
San Diego
Denver
Miami
Dr. Errington pointed out the Buffalo
Cincinnati
fact that Newark State has a
One of the controversial issues in pro football today is whether or
bigger schedule this year (17
not the Green Bay Packers will be able to withstand the pressures of the
games) than ever before. "In a
title race without THE COACH Vince Lombardi as their leader. To
way, this is good, in that the
some fans , the issue almost appeared to be settled after the world
underclassmen will benefit from
champions played their first two exhibition games and dropped both
it. Due to the big schedule and the
contests (to the Giants and the Bears). At this point, most football
closeness in which the games fall
buffs began to scratch their heads and wonder about the team's future.
on it, I will most likely have to
However, the Packers bounced back and thrashed the Cowboys.
re-shuffle my line up, which
Two more victories followed; one over the unpredictable Steelers and
would mean more playing time
the other over the shaky Browns. It looked like Green Bay was back on
for the freshmen and
the winning road once again. But the question is, will they continue to
sophomores."
win? I firmly believe that they will. That's why I picked them as this
year's
winners of the Central Division .
There still remains one
Let's face it, contrary to what some people think this team is far
problem which concerns the
soccer team and its success in the from being over the hill. Take a Jook at their alternatfre line, for
future. That is, the way in which instance.
There's Francis Peay, the strong young back-up acquired from
the academic schedules are set up.
Coach Errington expressed his the Giants; Phil Vandersea, a talented 260 lb. tight end; Gale
Gillingham, the starting guard and three year pro from Minnesota. Then
(Continued on Page 7)
there's Bill Lueck, the back-up guard who appears to be a promising
rookie, and Bob Hyland , a second string tackle and center who started
ATTENTION STUDENTS
half the games as a first year man last season.
Any student not ·
As for the Packer backfield, it's dynamite! Without a doubt this
club has one of the finest back-up quarterbacks in pro football. Besides
desiring name in student his impressive playing ability, Zeke Bratkowski has the characteristics
directory must notify of being a leader even though he's second to Bart Starr. And if you
need more proof that Green Bay has a lot of young blood, take a look
student activities office by at Travis Williams. The fact that he is a tremendous "spot runner" and
back-up man for either Donny Anderson or Jim Grabowski makes him
October 1.
a valuable asset for any team. Another thing in his favor is that the
speedster is only starting his second campaign as a pro!
NOTICE
This year, the only real threat to the Packer dynasty are the
I.D. photos for faculty, staff, Chicago Bears, providing that Gale Sayers stays healthy and QB Jackie
and students will be taken in the Concannon .shows quick improvement. No matter how you look at it,
little Gallery of the College the Packers of Green Bay is still the team to beat for the championship.
Center on Wednesday, September
18th, between the hours of 9 :00
location of his choice and without
a.m. and 4 :00 p.m. Mark your
having to pay the three dollar fee
calendars as this will be the last
for late registration.
opportunity until the Spring
semester.
The Graduate Re cor d
Examinations in this program
include an aptitude t e st of
general scholastic ability and
Newark State College
Anyone preparing himself for advanced tests of achievements
admission to graduate school ·in 22 major fields of study.
Student Organization
should be sure he has fulfille d all Candidates determine from their
the requirements in advance. preferred graduate schools or
Metropolitan Opera
Among other things, many fellowshi~ c?mrnittees which of
graduate
schools now require the examinations they should take
Box Tickets
scores from the Graduate Record -..and when they should be taken.
are available to
Examinations. This test is offered - ~ Full details and forms needed
on October 26 and December 14 to-- -apply for the GRE are
N.S.C. students
in 1968 and on January 18 , contained in the BULLETIN OF
February 22, A~r~ 26, an~ July I N F O R M A T I O N F O R
Inquire at Information
12 in 1969. lndiVIdual ap~hc~nts CANDIDATES. Students may
are advised to take ~e test m ~e request a copy from Educational
Services Desk
to meet the deadlmes of then Testing Service, Box 995,
intended graduate school,
.
.
College Cente_r.
or Pnnceton, New Jersey 08540, 990
gra d ua t e d epar t men t ,
fellowship-granting agency. Early Grove Street, Evanston, Illinois
registration also ensures that the 60201 or 1947 Center Street,
individual can be tested at the Berkeley, California 94704.

Grad. School
Requirements
Announced

